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Alcohol Rehab & Alcohol Detox News & Scientific Developments

At Bentham, we aim to inform you on the latest scientific developments in the area of illegal and prescription drugs and addiction. Bentham is made possible by a team of dedicated writers who are truly passionate about the science of addiction. Topics we cover on this website include drug science, genetics, the latest academic research and information on addiction treatment.












	




The Science of Addiction

Lots of people are addicted to something these days, whether it’s pills, cigarettes or alcohol, or maybe even sex. In this article, we specifically discuss the science of addiction and we specifically pinpoint the biological commonalities that apply to all addictions.
All addictions share a common brain biology. All addictions may be classified as a...

 


	




How Can You Stop Teenagers from Taking Drugs

In this post, we offer up a discussion for helping teens avoid drug addiction. Teen addiction may have catastrophic implications for the individual's development. It's thus essential for parents and other caregivers to recognise and act to eliminate teen addiction where it arises.
Teens who engage in drug addiction are clearly putting their health in...

 






	






Latest News

	Latest News
			Catch up with our latest published articles here. If you’re looking for more, you can take a look at the archives for our complete collection of posts.

View Archives





	


 


NI licencing changes mean Easter could be ‘overrun’ by alcohol





	


 


What I Have Learned from Dry January





	


 


Emmerdale Tackles the Difficult Subject of Alcohol Dependency





	


 


CBD to Treat Alcohol Dependency












Learn How Bentham can assist you in obtaining your recovery goals
			 Get Treatment









Our Partners
			Bentham has partnered with a range of websites. These websites source content and donate funds to allow us to offer free resources to the public. Our kind partners also offer free information and resources through their own websites. Our partners are predominantly volunteer-run organisations and these volunteers support Bentham by contributing to the blog and promoting our website at events taking place across the United Kingdome and Europe. If you would like to learn about partnership opportunities, contact our editor today.






Rehab 4 Addiction
			

Alcohol rehab London by Rehab 4 Addiction in the UK.




NHS Partners
			

Learn more at Alcohol Rehab London.








Getting Treatment
			Many people reading this website will require assistance with drug addiction. We have dedicated a small section of this website to inform these people of treatment options we recommend. Given that addiction is a chronic disorder, we recommend treatment that’s long-term in outlook.

Getting Treatment




Intervention
			Is your loved one in denial about his or her drug addiction? If so, your loved one will benefit from a drug rehab intervention. In this section of the website, we explain the two different types of intervention. When then offer advice on which type of intervention you should select.

Learn More




About Us
			Click on the link below to learn more about Bentham. In this section of the website, we inform you about our history, our staff and our mission going forward. Our aims have remained static since we began our work a number of years ago.

Read More




Contact Us
				08000 448 121
	info@bentham.org
	@bentham
	Bentham
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